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C O N S P E C T U S

Because solar energy is the most abundant renewable energy
resource, the clear connection between human activity and global

warming has strengthened the interest in photovoltaic science. Dye-
sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) provide a promising low-cost technology
for harnessing this energy source. Until recently, much of the research
surrounding DSSCs had been focused on the sensitization of n-type semi-
conductors, such as titanium dioxide (Grätzel cells). In an n-type dye-
sensitized solar cell (n-DSSC), an electron is injected into the conduction
band of an n-type semiconductor (n-SC) from the excited state of the sen-
sitizer. Comparatively few studies have examined the sensitization of
wide bandgap p-type semiconductors. In a p-type DSSC (p-DSSC), the
photoexcited sensitizer is reductively quenched by hole injection into the
valence band of a p-type semiconductor (p-SC). The study of p-DSSCs is important both to understand the factors that control the
rate of hole photoinjection and to aid the rational design of efficient p-DSSCs. In theory, p-DSSCs should be able to work as effi-
ciently as n-DSSCs. In addition, this research provides a method for preparing tandem DSSCs consisting of a TiO2-photosensi-
tized anode and a photosensitized p-type SC as a cathode. Tandem DSSCs are particularly important because they represent low-
cost photovoltaic devices whose photoconversion efficiencies could exceed 15%.

This Account describes recent research results on p-DSSCs. Because these photoelectrochemical devices are the mirror
images of conventional n-DSSCs, they share some structural similarities, but they use different materials and have differ-
ent charge transfer kinetics. In this technology, nickel oxide is the predominant p-SC material used, but much higher pho-
toconversion efficiencies could be achieved with new p-SCs materials with deeper valence band potential. Currently, iodide/
triiodide is the main redox mediator of electron transport within these devices, but we expect that this material could be
advantageously replaced with more efficient redox couples. We also discuss valuable information obtained by ultrafast tran-
sient absorption spectroscopy, which sheds some light on the factors that govern the efficiency of the cell. Notably, we dem-
onstrate that ultrafast hole injection generally occurs between the sensitizer and the SC, but the resulting charge-separated
state (e.g. electron on the sensitizer and hole in the VB) is short-lived and recombines quickly. So far, the only effective strat-
egy for slowing the back recombination reaction relies on a bimolecular system consisting of the sensitizer linked to an elec-
tron acceptor, which increases the separation distance between the charges. A photoconversion efficiency of 0.41% under
AM 1.5 was recently measured with a p-type DSSC using this strategy.

Introduction
Since the seminal paper of Grätzel and co-work-

ers in 1991,1 intense research activity has been

devoted to dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs).2-4

Today, DSSCs based on titanium dioxide are a

well-established technology exceeding 11% pho-

toconversion efficiency.5 The indubitable advan-

tage of DSSCs over conventional silicon solar cells
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stems from their potential low cost due to cheap materials and

cheap manufacturing technology. More recently, another type

of DSSCs, based on the sensitization of a p-type semiconduc-

tor (p-SC), has emerged as a new generation of photoelectro-

chemical cells. The study of the sensitization of p-SC materials

with dyes has been reported long ago, notably by German

teams6-8 and others,9-12 who built a valuable knowledge in

this area. However, all the photoelectrochemical devices

described at that time were not true solar cells since photo-

current was delivered only when the photocathode was biased

with an external potentiostat to collect the injected holes. To

the best of our knowledge, it is only in 1999 that Lindquist

and co-workers published the first true self-operating p-DSSC

based on a porous nickel oxide electrode sensitized by a free-

base porphyrin or by erythrosine B.13 The overall photocon-

version efficiency was very low (0.0076%) with a maximum

incident-photon-to-current-conversion efficiency (IPCE) of

3.44% under AM 1.5.

After the presentation of the operation principle of p-DSSCs,

this Account is divided in six sections. The three first sections

precisely focus on the materials that compose the photoelec-

trochemical cell itself, starting with the sensitizers, the semi-

conductors, and finally the redox mediators. Then, we shall

discuss the photophysical studies undertaken on these

devices, the description of tandem DSSCs and we finish with

some perspectives.

Upon light absorption, the sensitizer excited state (S*) injects

a hole into the valence band (VB) of the semiconductor lead-

ing to the reduction of the sensitizer (S-) (eqs 1 and 2). If the

charge recombination reaction between S- and the hole in the

valence band (h+/VBp-SC) is slow enough (eq 3), the reduced

sensitizer can be intercepted by the redox mediator (M) (eq 4).

The injected holes diffuse to the back transparent conduct-

ing electrode (TCO) pass into the external circuit and reach the

counter electrode where they oxidize the redox mediator back

to its original state (eq 5). Summarily, the reactions involved

in the operation principle are indicated below (Scheme 1).

Based on the above operation principle, the free energies

(in eV) of the hole injection (∆Ginj, eq 6) and regeneration reac-

tion of the sensitizer (∆Greg, eq 7) and of the charge recombi-

nation (∆GCR, eq 8) can be determined according to the

following equations:

where EVB is the valence band potential of the semiconduc-

tor, E00(S*) is the energy of the excited-state sensitizer, E(S/

S-) is the reduction potential of the sensitizer, E(M/M-) is the

reduction potential of the redox mediator, and e is the ele-

mentary charge. Accordingly, the maximum open-circuit volt-

age (VOCmax) that can be delivered by the cell is given by the

difference of the Fermi levels (Ef) of each electrode, which, in

a first approximation, is given by eq 9:

The Sensitizers
Ideally, the sensitizers should absorb across a broad range of

the solar spectrum (panchromatic dye) in order to harvest the

greatest number of photons. High molar extension coefficients

are particularly important in p-DSSCs, because it is difficult to

prepare thick NiO films as compared with those of TiO2. Nat-

urally, the dye must be also photochemically and electro-

chemically stable to ensure the stability of the device over a

long period of time. More particularly, the reduced form of the

sensitizer (S-) must remain inert toward electrophilic sub-

stances. A further requirement for a viable dye is the need for

a high hole injection quantum yield. This imposes that the

reduction potential of the sensitizer excited state (E00(S*) + E(S/

S + hνf S* (1)

S* + p-SCf S- + h+ ⁄ VBp-SC (2)

S- + h+ ⁄ VBp-SCf S (3)

S- + Mf S + M- (4)

M- + h+ ⁄ CEfM (5)

SCHEME 1. Schematic Representation of the Photoelectrochemical
Device Based on p-SC

∆Ginj ) e[EVB(p-SC) - (E00(S*) + E(S ⁄ S-))] (6)

∆Greg ) e[E(M ⁄ M-) - E(S ⁄ S-)] (7)

∆GCR ) e[E(S ⁄ S-) - EVB(p-SC)] (8)

VOCmax ) E(M ⁄ M-) - EVB(p-SC) (9)
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S-)) lies above the valence band edge of the semiconductor

(eq 6, ∆Ginj < 0). Furthermore, the regeneration reaction of the

sensitizer with the mediator must be thermodynamically

allowed, imposing that the reduction potential of the sensi-

tizer is more negative than that of the mediator (eq 7; ∆Greg

< 0). Finally, the sensitizers must be functionalized with

anchoring groups, first to graft them on the semiconductor

surface and second to provide a strong electronic coupling

with the semiconductor. This latter criterion ensures a fast hole

tunneling from the sensitizer excited state into the valence

band of the semiconductor. This parameter is optimized when

the HOMO of the dye significantly extends on the anchoring

groups in order to overlap with the valence band orbital of the

semiconductor.14 Let us notice that the majority of dyes tested

with p-type semiconductors were immobilized through car-

boxylic acid groups (Table 1), which is not necessarily opti-

mal for hole injection, since it generally bears high spin

densities of the LUMO rather than of the HOMO. Besides, with

a view to performing charge photoinjection reactions, charge

transfer excited-states are particularly well-suited, provided

that the charge transfer in the excited-state is polarized in the

appropriate direction. For efficient hole injection, a vectorial

electron shift from the anchoring group toward the extremity

of the dye is sought. Accordingly, electron-withdrawing

anchoring groups do not fulfill this requirement and would

lead to a situation where positive charge density is moved in

the direction (far away from the surface of the p-SC) that will

not facilitate the hole injection nor slow the charge

recombination.

Lindquist and co-workers first demonstrated the genera-

tion of a cathodic photocurrent with a dye-sensitized, nano-

structured NiO cathode coated with tetrakis(4-carboxyphenyl)-

porphyrin (TPPC), which gave a maximum IPCE of 0.24% on

the Soret band and 3.44% IPCE with erythrosine on its most

intense absorption band.13 Odobel and co-workers prepared

a phosphorus porphyrin featuring axial ligands bearing a car-

boxylic group, which was more suitable than free-base TPPC

owing to its strong oxidizing power in the excited state. Indeed

the maximum IPCE reached 2.5% on the Soret absorption

band.23 Coumarin C343, a commercially available laser dye,

is commonly used as sensitizer in p-DSSCs and has become

a benchmark reference. It gave JSC values between 0.5 and

0.9 mA · cm-2, VOC values around 100 mV, and photoconver-

sion efficiencies in the range of 0.02-0.06% depending on

the preparation method of the NiO film (Table 1).15-19

Another coumarin dye, NKX-2311, whose absorption spec-

trum is red-shifted compared with the yellow C343, was also

used by Mori and co-workers, but the short-circuit photocur-

rent was lower than that of C343.18 The same group studied

a series of different cyanine dyes such as NK-2684, NK-3628,

or NK-2612, which gave particularly high photocurrent den-

sities, most certainly thanks to the very high absorption coef-

ficients of this class of dyes (Table 1).18

Sun and co-workers recently broke records in terms of

maximum IPCE with particularly efficient “push-pull” dyes

consisting of a triphenylamine donor group and a dicyanovi-

nylene acceptor unit connected by a thiophene (P1)16 or a

phenyl (P4)16 linker. An IPCE of 18% was initially reported

with P1 using a mesoporous NiO film of only 0.6 µm thick-

ness,21 while with thicker film, the APCE value reached 69%

with dye P4.24 This underscores the importance of a rightly

polarized charge transfer excited state with high molar exten-

sion coefficients to achieve high performances. Perylene imide

derivatives are particularly appealing sensitizers for p-DSSCs,

because they exhibit strong absorbance in the visible and high

photostability and they are particularly good electron accep-

tors.25 Perylene monoimide (PMI, Figure 2) is representative of

this family whose maximum IPCE was only about 4%, but it

was recorded on very thin and unoptimized cells.26 The most

efficient sensitizers of NiO consist of π-conjugated thienyl unit

linked to a PMI electron acceptor (Table 1). These dyads

exhibit long-lived charge-separated states (see below), which

is most certainly an important characteristic for NiO p-DSSCs.22

The p-type Semiconductors
The candidates for the fabrication of the photocathodes

are the p-type semiconductors that are primarily resistant to

photocorrosion, which is why wide bandgap SCs are particu-

larly suitable for this application. Second, the SC must be eas-

ily synthesized as nanoparticles, in order to be transformed

into mesoporous films that exhibit large surface area. Third,

the surface of the p-SC must exhibit high chemical affinity to

an organic functional group in order to promote the chemi-

sorption of the sensitizers on its surface by a simple self-as-

sembling reaction. Finally, the position of the valence band

potential is another fundamental parameter of the p-SC

because it governs the maximum VOC that the cell can deliver

(eq 9). Unlike n-DSSCs, for which several semiconductors have

been used to prepare photoanodes27 such as TiO2, ZnO,

Nb2O5, and ZnO, there are fewer metal oxides that exhibit

p-type semiconductivity. Nickel oxide has been widely used as

p-type SC for the fabrication of p-DSSCs, most certainly

because there have been long ago several reports for the

preparation of porous NiO films on conducting glass for the

development of electrochromic devices. NiO has also drawn

much attention due to its utilization for other applications,
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such as gas sensors, catalysts, magnetic materials, electrochro-

mic devices, and fuel cells. Therefore, NiO-based materials are

well-known, and a great deal of information is available about

them.28,29 Nickel oxide is an intrinsic nonstoichiometric p-type

semiconductor with wide bandgap (Eg ) 3.6-4 eV), exhibit-

ing good thermal and chemical stability. The valence band

potential is positioned at 0.54 V vs NHE at pH ) 7,30 which

makes it a particularly good electron donor for many photo-

TABLE 1. Sensitizers Used in NiO p-DSSCs with Their Photovoltaic Characteristicsa

a All potentials are referenced versus NHE. E(S*/S-) ) E00(S*) + E(S/S-); n. r. indicates not reported.
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sensitizers. As a result, the reductive quenching of many sen-

sitizers is a strongly allowed process, but the low-lying valence

band potential makes it difficult to obtain a large VOC with such

material. Furthermore, p-type metal oxides are known to be

much poorer electronic conductors than n-type metal oxides,

which is why transparent conducting oxides (TCOs) are mostly

n-type (such as SnO2/F, In2O3/Sn or ZnO/Al, etc.). Photoinduced

absorption spectroscopy measurements indicate that the hole

diffusion coefficient in NiO films is in the range of 10-8 to

10-7 cm2 · s-1, which is more than 2 orders of magnitude

lower than electron diffusion coefficient in TiO2.18,24 The slow

diffusion of holes into NiO gives rise to a long time delay

between injection of holes and their collection, increasing their

potential scavenging by the redox mediator. Therefore, new

p-SCs exhibiting higher conductivities than NiO could be cer-

tainly beneficial to build efficient p-DSSCs. Usually, the prep-

aration of nanoporous NiO electrodes for DSSCs required the

synthesis of nickel dihydroxide, which is subsequently dehy-

drated at high temperature.31 However, other alternative

routes were reported, such as chemical vapor deposition,32

electrodeposition,33 hydrothermal synthesis,17,19,34,35 sputter-

ing,36 and sol-gel.37 Suzuki and co-workers showed that the

use of poly(ethylene oxide)-poly(propylene oxide)-poly-

(ethylene oxide) triblock copolymers as template leads to par-

ticularly good quality NiO electrodes for p-DSSCs.38 Bach and

co-workers reported that NiO films can be prepared from com-

mercial NiO nanopowders.15 Le Pleux and co-workers

reported a simple hydrothermal preparation of NiO films on

FTO electrodes, which is particularly suitable to fabricate repro-

ducible and efficient p-DSSCs.19 Very recently, an improve-

ment of the Suzuki method enables devices to reach higher

IPCE.24

The Electron Shuttle
The role of the electron shuttle is to regenerate the reduced

sensitizers after the hole injections in the p-SC valence band

and to transport the electrons to the counter electrode

(Scheme 1). To fulfill this function, the redox mediator should

display several key properties. First of all, it must not absorb

significantly in the visible region (400-800 nm) to avoid light

screening of the sensitizer. This characteristic is particularly

crucial for the oxidized form, the concentration of which is

higher than that of the reduced form in this type of solar

cell.15,39 Second, the redox couple should display a fast elec-

tron self-exchange rate and a high diffusion coefficient to

ensure a quick transport of the charges to the counter elec-

trode, since the distance between the two electrodes is in gen-

eral on a 10 µm scale. The reduction potential of the redox

mediator (E(M/M-); E(I3-/I2•-) ) -0.35 V vs NHE) must be

more positive than that of the sensitizer (E(S/S-)) to afford a

significant driving force for the regeneration reaction (eq 7).

E(M/M-) must be also more negative than the valence band

potential of the p-SC (0.54 V vs NHE for NiO) to ensure a

decent VOC (eq 9). Therefore, E(M/M-) is restricted between E(S/

S-) and EVB(p-SC); that is,

But probably, the most difficult criterion to meet is to find

a redox couple for which the reduction is a fast process with

a low overpotential (M f M-, fast) while the oxidation of M-

is kinetically slow with a large overpotential (M- f M, slow).

These conditions are crucial to regenerate quickly the reduced

sensitizer and to limit the energy wasting reactions between

the holes in the p-SC or in the TCO with the reduced media-

tor species (eq 10).

Until now, the iodide/triiodide electrolyte has almost exclu-

sively been used as redox mediator in p-type DSSCs, but it is

far from ideal for this type of solar cells. Its first drawback

comes from the close proximity of its redox potential (0.4 V

vs NHE) with that of the valence band of NiO (0.54 V vs NHE

at pH ) 7), which prevents it from reaching large photopo-

tential (eq 9). Second, it is known that the reduction of triio-

dide into iodide is a slow process without catalyst,40 while the

oxidation of iodide into triiodide is relatively fast, thus mak-

ing this redox couple well-suited to transport holes in classi-

cal DSSCs made with n-SC but particularly unsuitable to

transport electrons in p-DSSCs. Indeed, the regeneration reac-

tion (eq 4) may not compete with the recombination reactions

(eq 5) and limits the photocurrent as already observed in

n-DSSCs when the iodide/triiodide electrolyte is replaced by

other redox couples.41 Apart from the corrosive aspect of trio-

dide, another drawback comes from its strong absorbance,

which becomes significant in p-DSSCs because it is more con-

centrated than in n-DSSCs ([I3-] > 0.1 M).15,39

Recently, a complex of tris(4,4′-bis-tert-butyl-2,2′-bipyridi-

ne)cobalt has been proposed as a new redox mediator in a

NiO-based p-DSSC and proved to be particularly efficient,

because the VOC of the cell has been increased by more than

a factor of 3 compared with the classical iodide/triodide elec-

trolyte (from 100 to 350 mV), while the photocurrent den-

sity was kept to an acceptable value (Figure 1).47 It is however

important to note that this new cobalt mediator works only

when the charge-separated lifetime of the sensitizer (eq 5) is

E(S ⁄ S-) < E(M ⁄ M-) < EVB(p-SC)

M- + h+ ⁄ VBp-SC or h+ ⁄ TCOfM + p-SC or TCO
(10)
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particularly long, such as that obtained by the dyad PMI-NDI

(see below). Unfortunately, the cobalt electrolyte gave low

photocurrent and low photovoltage with all the monomolecu-

lar sensitizers tested so far in our laboratory.

Photophysical Studies of Chemisorbed Dyes
on NiO
In their first report of p-DSSC and in absence of photophysi-

cal study, Lindquist and co-workers postulated two operation

mechanisms to account for the electricity production.13 One

mechanism was the direct hole injection from the sensitizer

excited-state into the valence band as depicted in Scheme 1.

The alternative mechanism consisted of a first electron trans-

fer occurring from the excited state of the dye to the triio-

dide redox mediator eventually followed by electron transfer

from the valence band of NiO to S+. This so-called photogal-

vanic process was also proposed to rationalize the cathodic

photocurrent observed sometimes in TiO2 solar cells.42 How-

ever, the first photophysical study devoted to p-DSSC

appeared in 2005 and was made by the Swedish team of

Hammarström who investigated the deactivation pathway of

coumarin C343 attached to NiO nanoparticles.43 While the

hole injection into the valence is very fast (210 fs as major

component), the charge recombination reaction is much faster

than what is generally observed in TiO2-based DSSCs,2 since

the reduced coumarin C343 recombines with the injected hole

within 1 ns, which is about 3 orders of magnitude faster than

in n-DSSCs.43,44 The very fast charge recombination reaction,

which seems to be general with NiO, is certainly one of the

main factors at the origin of the low photoconversion effi-

ciency of the reduced sensitizer. Indeed, the rapid recombina-

tion reaction prevents the interception of the reduced

sensitizer by the redox mediator. The full mechanism of pho-

tocurrent generation of p-DSSC with coumarin C343 in pres-

ence of the iodide/triiodide electrolyte was elucidated very

recently and provided three important insights.44 First, the

intersystem crossing quantum yield of the coumarin to gen-

erate the triplet excited state was increased owing to the pres-

ence of the large concentration of iodide (heavy atom effect).

Second, the reaction of C343- with triiodide generates I2•- in

a few picoseconds, but contrary to expectation, the latter spe-

cies has a strikingly long lifetime, since it recombines with the

injected holes in NiO in a few seconds. Therefore, the back

reaction with the reduced mediator is, a priori, not the major

pathway of losses. The two first observations plead in favor of

a preassociation of triiodide with the coumarin to enable such

fast quenching of the excited state. However, it is important to

note that the sensitizers studied23,43 unfortunately display

very similar absorption spectra for both the reduced sensi-

tizer (S-) and the triplet excited state (3S*) preventing thus the

unambiguous characterization of the hole photoinjection into

the valence band of NiO.

The first strong support for the sensitizing mechanism of

NiO came with the study of the perylene imide derivative PMI

(Figure 1) published in 2008,26 and it is corroborated by more

recent results with other dyes.22,45 The perylene imide deriv-

atives feature well-defined spectroscopic signatures for the

reduced anions, which are distinct from the excited-state spec-

tral features, making these species reliably detectible by

pump-probe experiments. PMI injects a hole into the valence

band of NiO (within 0.5 ps) with almost 100% quantum yield,

and the recombination is very rapidly (90% within 500 ps). A

breakthrough came with the dyad PMI-NDI, which performs

an electron transfer cascade yielding for the first time a very

long-lived charge-separated state (Figure 2).47 The latter state

recombines with time constants of τ1 ≈ 5 µs (60%) and τ2 ≈
50 µs (40%), which corresponds to an extension of the life-

time by a factor of 105 compared with the parent PMI sensi-

tizer.47 With a similar strategy, Bäuerle and co-workers, very

recently, prepared other dyads consisting of an oligothiophene

linked to a PMI (Table 1) exhibiting an even longer lived

charge-separated state (τ1 ≈ 13 µs for n ) 3).

FIGURE 1. Structure of the cobalt redox mediator (left) and overlay of the photocurrent/pholtovoltage characteristics (right) of the dyad
PMI-NDI on NiO photocathode using the iodide/triodide electrolyte (dashed line) or the cobalt electrolyte (solid line).
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Tandem DSSCs
Implementation of a photocathode (sensitized p-SC) with a

photoanode (sensitized TiO2 photoanode) opens the possibil-

ity to fabricate tandem DSSCs (Figure 3). The overall photo-

conversion efficiencies of such devices could surpass those of

conventional n-DSSCs. First of all, from a theoretical point of

view, it is accepted that the maximum photoconversion effi-

ciency of the photovoltaic device depends on the number of

SCs that compose the cell.46 It goes from 31% in a single

semiconductor photovoltaic cell to 42% in a tandem cell

including two different semiconductors. Second, in a tandem

DSSC, the photovoltage is independent of the redox poten-

tial of the mediator and depends only on the difference

between the potentials of the valence band of the p-SC and

the conduction band of the n-SC (eq 11). Let us bear in mind

that in the case of TiO2 DSSCs using iodide-based electrolyte,

the maximum VOC is definitely limited to about 1 V. However,

a larger VOC could be achieved in tandem cells. Knowing that

the photoconversion efficiency (η) is directly proportional to

the VOC, a substantial increase of the latter has a strong impact

on η (eq 12). Consequently, making a tandem cell is certainly

a pertinent strategy to enhance η of dye-sensitized solar cells.

In eq 12, JSC is the short-circuit current density, ff is the fill fac-

tor, and Ic is the intensity of the incident light.

Finally, a tandem cell contains two different sensitizers (one

on each photoelectrode); therefore a larger portion of the solar

spectrum could be harvested, since it is easier to cover a broad

absorption window with two different dyes having comple-

mentary absorption spectra than with a single one.

In 2000, shortly after the first preparation of the p-DSSC,

Lindquist and co-workers reported the first tandem DSSC com-

posed of a TiO2 photoanode sensitized with cis-di(thiocy-

anato)-N,N-bis(2,2′-bipyridyl-4,4′-dicarboxylic acid)-ruthen-

ium(II) (N719) and a NiO photocathode sensitized with eryth-

rosine B.30 The photoconversion efficiency was low (η )
0.39% under AM 1.5) because the JSC was limited by the

intrinsic performances of the NiO photocathode. However, the

VOC of the tandem cell reached 732 mV, which was 82 mV

higher than that of the n-DSCC with TiO2 (VOC ) 650 mV) and

than that of the p-DSSC with NiO (VOC ) 83 mV), proving thus

that tandem DSSCs could deliver a larger photopotential than

single semiconductor DSSCs. In 2005, Suzuki and co-work-

ers prepared a DSSC tandem cell with better performance,

since they achieved a 0.918 V open circuit voltage with a

3.62 mA/cm2 short current density, which gave a 0.66% over-

all photoconversion efficiency.20 The improved solar energy

conversion stemmed from the higher quality of the mesopo-

rous NiO film prepared by the triblock polymer mentioned

above and most certainly by the utilization of a more efficient

dye (merocyanine NK-2684) on the NiO electrode.

Using the cobalt complex as redox mediator and the

PMI-NDI dyad as dye on the NiO photoanode and the N719

ruthenium complex on the TiO2 photoanode, a tandem cell

was built the performance of which was JSC ) 0.97 mA/cm2,

VOC ) 910 mV, and η ) 0.55%.47 Interestingly, the VOC of this

new tandem cell (0.91 V) matches relatively well the sum of

the voltages delivered by each photoelectrode (0.35 + 0.66

) 1.01 V), thus underscoring the possibility to reach, in the

future, higher voltages when new p-SC photocathodes or new

electrolytes will be used. However, the best photoconversion

efficiency in tandem DSSC cells was recently obtained with the

oligothiophene-PMI dyad (Table 1, n ) 3) and iodide/triio-

dide electrolyte (JSC ) 4.07 mA/cm2; VOC ) 958 mV; η )
2.42%).22

Conclusions and Future Outlooks
The first report on a p-DSSC appeared in 1999, but this field

is rapidly expending, since among the about 20 relevant

papers now available, the last 12 were published in

2008-2009. In addition, within the past 10 years, signifi-

cant progress was made, since the maximum IPCE passed

from 3.44%13 to 44%21 and the overall photoconversion effi-

FIGURE 2. Representation of the deactivation mechanism of PMI
(left) and PMI-NDI (right) on a NiO surface. Solid arrow ) forward
charge separation. Dotted arrow ) charge recombination reaction.

FIGURE 3. Schematic representation of a tandem DSSC.

VOC ) EVB(p-SC) - ECB(n-SC) (11)

η ) JSCVOC(ff ⁄ Ic) (12)
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ciency has been multiplied by more than a factor of forty to

reach the value of 0.41%.22 It is also clear that the iodide/

triiodide system, which is well-suited in n-type photoelectro-

chemical devices, is far from being suitable for p-DSSCs. The

discovery of the new cobalt mediator is certainly a significant

step toward this direction, but it can be anticipated that other

redox mediators are likely to give even higher performances.

As far as the materials are concerned, the replacement of

nickel oxide by another “p-type” SC is certainly another major

source of improvement. Indeed, despite the recently achieved

progresses, the preparation of high-quality and thick mesopo-

rous NiO films remains a difficult task. Besides and probably

more important, the use of new p-SCs with deeper valence

band potentials than NiO would be most certainly beneficial

to reach higher photoconversion efficiencies. A limited num-

ber of sensitizers have been tested so far in p-DSSCs, there-

fore it is very likely that in the near future new molecules will

appear in the literature yielding higher photocurrent. To

achieve cost-effective but efficient sensitizers, it would be par-

ticularly important to develop simpler dyes to synthesize than

sensitizer-acceptor dyads (such as PMI-NDI or oligothio-

phene-PMI) that would, however, achieve a long-lived charge-

separated state. Replacing NiO with a new p-SC could be an

effective strategy to overcome this problem. Finally, the devel-

opment of tandem cells is certainly a promising solution to

reach photoconversion efficiency over 15% with DSSCs, but

breakthroughs in this area will be intimately connected with

the progress made on single semiconductor p-DSSCs; that is

why basic research in sensitization of p-SCs will play a major

role toward this goal. Taking into account that we have barely

started to explore this new research field and the number of

adjustable parameters, there are certainly plenty of exciting

discoveries to be made, and we can anticipate that impor-

tant progress will be achieved in the near future.
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Note Added after ASAP. This paper was published on the

Web on May 10, 2010, with several citations of ref 47 omit-

ted. The corrected version was reposted on June 8, 2010.
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